_____________________________________________________________*
Duarte*et*al.*are*to*be*commended*for*addressing*the* important*topic*of*a*pervasive*liberal*ideological*bias* that*potentially*undermines*the*scientific*validity*of* some*socialApsychological*research.*Their*critique,* however,*does*go*not*far*enough.*The*bias*they* identify*is*far*more*pervasive*than*the*authors* realize.*In*fact,*in*making*their*own*argument,*the* authors*rely*upon*a*particularly*egregious*example*of* the*very*bias*they*critique.* * _____________________________________________________________* In*addressing*the*underrepresentation*of* conservatives*in*social*psychology,*Duarte*et*al.*ask* (sect.*5.3,*para.*1),*"[M]ight*liberals*simply*find*a* career*in*social*psychology*(or*the*academy*more* broadly)*more*appealing?"*Their*answer*is*as*follows:* * Yes,*for*several*reasons.*The*Big*Five*personality*trait* that*correlates*most*strongly*with*political*liberalism* is*openness*to*experience*(r*=*.32*in*the*metaA analysis*by *Jost*et*al.*[2003] ),*and*people*high*in*that* trait*are*more*likely*to*pursue*careers*that*will*let* them*indulge*their*curiosity*and*desire*to*learn,*such* as*a*career*in*the*academy*(McCrae,*1996).* * What*they*fail*to*realize*is*that*the*fiveAfactor*model* of*personality,*and*in*particular*the*trait*of*openness! to!experience,*embodies*liberal*ideological*biases* rather*blatantly.* * In*the*revised*personality*index*of*the*fiveAfactor* model*(the*Revised*NEO*Personality*Inventory*[NEOA PIAR]),*the*trait*of*openness*to*experience*is*divided* into*six*different*facets*(Costa*&*McCrae*1992).*One* of*these*facets*(no.*6)*is*termed*values*and*is*judged* by*eight*statements.*I*list*here*only*four*(the* numbering*is*mine),*although*all*of*the*statements* listed*under*values*are*equally*problematic.* Depending*on*whether*one*agrees*or*disagrees*with* each*of*these*statements,*her*scores*on*values*and*on* openness*to*experience*go*up*or*down.*I*have* indicated*whether*the*response*of*agree*for*each* statement*causes*one's*score*to*go*up*or*down:* * 1.*I*believe*that*we*should*look*to*our*religious* authorities*for*decisions*on*moral*issues.*(Agree:* Openness*score*goes*down)* * 2.*I*believe*that*the*different*ideas*of*right*and*wrong* that*people*in*other*societies*have*may*be*right* for*them.*(Agree:*Openness*score*goes*up)* * 3.*I*believe*that*laws*and*policies*should*change*to* reflect*the*needs*of*a*changing*world.*(Agree:* Openness*score*goes*up)* * 4.*I*believe*the*new*morality*of*permissiveness*is*no* morality*at*all.*(Agree:*Openness*score*goes* down)* * Consider*how,*in*the*words*of*Duarte*et*al.*(sect.*3.1),* "liberal*values*and*assumptions*[are]*embedded*into* theory*and*method"*(in*this*case,*the*theory*and* method*of*the*fiveAfactor*model).*In*considering*these* statements,*I*am*referring*both*to*the*statements* themselves*and*to*how*they*affect*one's*values*score.* * Statement*1*reflects*a*liberal*ideological*bias*against* religion.*Is*reliance*upon*scientific!authorities,*for* example,*closeAminded?*Granted,*the*question* concerns*moral*decisions*(so*let*us*assume*that* science*cannot*resolve*questions*of*right*and*wrong).* Why,*then,*is*reliance*upon*religious*authorities*as* opposed,*for*example,*to*philosophical*or*ethical* authorities*or,*simply,*moral*experts,*singled*out*as* Behavioral and Brain Sciences / Volume 38 / January 2015, e139 Copyright © Cambridge University Press 2015 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0140525X14001174 Published online: 08 September 2015
